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In the world of Eclisse, the ruling Empire of Estellion is besieged by a scourge of embittered 
zealots from the swamp nation of Kaysan, erased from history by the Empire’s hubris. 

As the Empire struggles against nigh-endless invaders and ruthless political machinations, its 
heroes must fight to restore the banners of the raven... Or fall to the Scourge of Estellion.





LIVIA CASSIANUS

Tasked to oversee the centralisation of troops 
from the Faiths into Dorton Hall, the Magister 
never has anything good to say about any 
situation and is often skeptical of 
everyone, even her fellow soldiers. 

Livia’s sharp, stubborn tongue is 
rivaled only by her combat talents
as a Thaumaturge, and despises 
anyone who does not know 
their place.

LIVIA CASTING...



CALIUS SEPTIM

A bookish, mild-mannered and 
honest soldier in the Earthbound 
corps that serve the Empire 
of the Raven, Calius has just 
finished his first year of service 
on the long road to earning the 
nobility of Ravenhood. 

He strives to perform his best, 
but the passive and nervous 
youth often pales in physical 
performance next to his mates 
in the same Formation.

REBUS SEPTIM

If Calius should be the brains of 
the brothers Septim, Rebus is 
the brawn. Born with a penchant 
for brawls and brash tantrums, 
Rebus channeled his energy 
into the military, where the 
regimented life tempered the 
Signum’s heat. 

Despite high praise for his natural 
leadership of his Earthshield 
squads, Rebus is content with 
the simpler things in life and does 
not seek to climb the ranks.



THADDEUS L’ECLIN

A true believer of the never-say-die mantra. 

Born to a modest family which hails from 
Siege Point, a desire to see the world at large 
drove Thaddeus to join the 1st Rifles – better 
known as the Grey-jackets.

VIDIUS HARPER

One of the greatest generals in Estellion, Harper 
hails from an illustrious lineage of service to the 
Empire. 
An innate boldness of character and passion for 
laying bets has earned him the 
respected nickname of the 
Gambler amongst commonfolk 
and soldiers alike.



DWIGHT LAWFORDE

An apathetic and ill-mannered Dwarven sergeant 
from Esotre, and the right hand man in Thaddeus’s 
crew of Grey-jackets.

Unlike his more industrious kin, Dwight is such a 
skiver that his words often cut short from being too 
lazy to finish what he’s saying. It is 
unsurprising that Dwight has been 
passed over for promotion 
umpteenth times – but he 
isn’t counting.
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